
Setting up and taking down 
the Golme goals

(Sep 7, 2013)

NOTE – they are MUCH easier to 

set up if put away correctly!



Setup 1

• Empty out the bag. You should find: the 
goals, at least 2 pegs, and a mallet

• Highly recommended: Golme’s setup 
video at 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kjx_u-HGd
2k
 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kjx_u-HGd2k
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kjx_u-HGd2k


Net

Setup 2. preparation

Legs fully extended flat on grass

Wide black & white tape that acts as crossbar (E)

Rear steel cable that
supports the net

1. Separate out the stays (B; orange straps) and set up the legs (D) so 
they are complete but still flat on the grass pointing away from the goal

2. If needed, spin one of the leg sets so that the crossbar tape (E) is 
completely untwisted

3. Lay out the net approximately where it will be when in use.

4. The steel cable (C) should already be connected to the rear holes at 
the back of the legs (A above).   Make sure the cable runs through the 
net at each end to support it
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Setup 2: at this stage should look 
like this



Setup 3

1. Stand one set of legs upright and position them so the 
front (tape) side of the legs is on the goal-line. 

2. Extend the stay (orange strap) on that side and hammer 
into ground. Does not have to be perfect.

NOTE: one set of stays has an adjustable clip. It should be set 
up second.

3. Now lift up and position the second set of legs. Position 
them so that the tape is reasonably tight.

4. Check that the rear steel cable is correctly positioned 
and that the net drapes over it.

5. Hammer in the 2nd stay (orange strap), and tighten using 
the clip.

6. Connect the nets to the legs using the velcro ties.
7. Hammer in the remaining pegs at the back of the net.



Should look like this



Rear view



4. Takedown

• Mainly the opposite of setup but make sure you lay it out 
before trying to put it away (see picture in Setup above)

• Undo the white velcro straps
• Do NOT disconnect the rear steel cable (leave fastened 

to leg with the carabiner hooks)
• Disassemble legs
• Collect the legs in a neat bundle, still connected at the 

top to the net
• Roll each bundle toward the middle of the goal, rolling up 

the net as you go and pulling in the stay (orange strap)
• Goals are now ready to be put away in bag
• Remember all the pegs and mallet!



Should look a bit like this
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